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The API Walkthrough Method 
A method for early API feedback 

Portia OôCallaghan
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Summary

Á This is a simple, powerful method for learning a 

lot about your API before youôve written any 

code
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When to use the API Walkthrough Method

Á When you want to evaluate API ideas:

ïEarly in the development cycle (before implementation)

ïWith few resources (time/money/developers)

ïBefore the team gets attached to their ideas

Á This method is quick, easy, and very useful
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What we can learn

Á Mental model

Á Inputs & outputs

Á Names

Á API + GUI = ?
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Case Study: Web Map Server

Á Use case
ï User wants to find WMS imagery on the web and bring it into MATLAB for further analysis

Á Code script
sst = wmsfind ('global sea surface temperature');

sst = wmsupdate ( sst );

[ sstImage , R] = wmsread ( sst );

figure

worldmap ( sst.Latlim , sst.Lonlim );

geoshow ( sstImage , R);

title ( sst.LayerTitle )

Á A/B Test to evaluate different function names: wmsfind, wmssearch
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Case Study: Results

Á Updated names of functions, properties, methods to 

help participants better understand the API
ïñOh, I thought wmsfind was looking on my hard drive, but now I see 

wmssearch, it makes me think itôs looking on the internet.ò

Á Changed return types and number of outputs of some 

functions
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How to do the API Walkthrough Method

Á Start with a use case:

ï"The user needs to find which parallel computing 

clusters are available to him and figure out how to 

use one of them from MATLAB"
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Write code scripts

Á Using your designed API, write one code script for each use case:

f = findResource (' type','scheduler ');

myCluster = f(1);

myCluster.Data = '/ usr / fred ';

myCluster.Size = 16;

myCluster.save ;
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Recruit

ÁRecruit participants that have characteristics of 

your target users
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Conduct the study

Á Ask the participants to ñwalk throughò the code 

ï using the think-aloud protocol

Á Encourage them to talk about:

ï what's happening on each line

ï input and output types

Á Keep in mind:

ïThe code canôt be executed

ï There is no documentation (but the facilitator can provide help as 

needed)
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Optional Add-Ons

Á Code writing task

Á Combine with GUI tasks (paper prototypes are great)

Á A/B Testing


